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FAST-TRACK 
PITCHES
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‘Selling is simply finding 
out what people want… 

and giving it to them’



MODULE 1 - FAST TRACK PITCHES 

Sometimes we can sell an idea at lightening speed if we use a great metaphor, simile or 
analogy. 

The bait 
A metaphor is a figure of speech in which an implied comparison is made between two unlike 
things that actually have something important in common. 

The word metaphor itself is a metaphor, coming from a Greek word meaning to "transfer" or 
"carry across."  

Metaphors "carry" meaning from one word, image, or idea to another. 

• ‘He is as sharp as a knife’

• ‘He is as slow as a snail’

• ‘When you shake her hand you better count your fingers’ 

Key points

• The subconscious thinks in pictures  

• All great influencers throughout history spoke in pictures 

• Some pre existing mental pictures are preloaded with powerful emotional associations 
(metaphors, analogies, similes) 

• Piggy back existing images for ultra fast persuasion 

Business examples 

“… If you are offered a seat on a rocket ship  
you don’t ask which seat” 
Google Founder to Sheryl Sandberg 
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“A facelift in a jar” 
Face cream headline

“Like a strength conditioning workout for your mind” 
Mindset target training 

“You can’t outrun your fork” 
Health headline 

Create one metaphor/analogy/simile that instantly 
reframes a common objection you receive 
Example: You would not let a surgeon cut you open without doing a thorough diagnosis on 
your situation first, would you? (The Needs and Options Review is like the doctors 
diagnosis.)

Create one metaphor/analogy/simile that at positions you 
or your service as being extremely valuable 
Example: As you can imagine it is very expensive to change the foundations of a house once 
you have built on top of them. (The Needs and Options Review is like the foundations.)
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